Why Prevention Matters – Venise’s Story

Venise: The Family Resource shows a lot of respect. No discrimination, they treat everyone equal. They make sure that you're taken care of. They hears you out. They listen, make sure that you can get [00:00:30] an understanding on everything. They actually calls you when you're home, checking on you and your family, making sure that you have everything that you need at home. They're really good with the people that come through the door, no matter the color or anything. They make sure that you get everything that you need, and I'm thankful for that.

My [00:01:00] wish for me and my kids is to make sure that they go through with school, to make sure they go through with college, to make sure they get everything they need as they get older. And my wish is to make sure I'm secured with my home, with a better job, [00:01:30] and to just basically grow old and watch my kids grow and to have grandkids.